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Abstract
The 21st century has brought fundamental changes in the development of cities, with the spread of ICT and the rise of
digitalization. The new technologies are increasingly making their mark on urban planning and policy as well. The ques‐
tion of how contemporary urban planning is adapting to new challenges is particularly relevant as neighborhoods built
in previous centuries and decades by traditional planning methods are now increasingly confronted with new public and
environmental demands. Despite the bad reputation of Budapest’s 8th district, Józsefváros, based on the socio‐economic
and urban problems it has continuously faced in the past, the neighborhood has become one of the most dynamically
developing urban areas in the last decade. From a planning point of view, an exciting area of the district is Szigony Street
and its wider surroundings due to the strongly fragmented, heterogeneous urban fabric. Nevertheless, the only high‐rise
mass housing estate built in Budapest’s historic inner city in the 1960s and 1970s is located there. Our research used a
complex methodology (document, content and database analysis, fieldwork, surveys with professionals, and interviews)
to explore the planning history of the area’s development. Ultimately, the aimwas to identify themost important outcomes
and consequences of traditional and contemporary planning and design and whether modern digital planning can make
a meaningful contribution to the development of the neighborhood. Our results show that urban planning and develop‐
ment in Budapest are still essentially based on traditional top‐down approaches. Digitalization has a role to play primarily
in visualization and contextualization but digitalizing of planning alone will not solve problems and past planning mistakes
that affect the urban fabric of a neighborhood.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, we have witnessed the rapidly
growing role of ICT and digitalization in urban develop‐
ment and the appearance of new concepts, like digital

city (Ishida & Isbister, 2000), intelligent city (Komninos,
2002), and smart city (Hollands, 2008) that nowadays
dominate professional debates. The concepts of digital
city and intelligent city are mainly concentrated on the
digital representations andmanifestations of cities (Nam
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& Pardo, 2011), whereas the smart city concept is a com‐
prehensive, strategic approach in which infocommunica‐
tion technology is used as a tool for urban management
(Washburn et al., 2009). These concepts clearly point
to the growing intertwining of physical (real) and digital
(virtual) spaces. In this article we deal with the relation‐
ship between the real and the virtual city from an urban
planning perspective. The real city is obviously made
up of physical and both built and natural components.
Developers and designers try to construct this world pre‐
cisely, but representations also play their role, because a
city is much more than its stable materiality: It is a per‐
manently changing assemblage (McFarlane, 2011) that is
experienced by users differently. This duality of the real
and the representational is a basic phenomenon that is
described as actuality and potentiality, objectivity, and
subjectivity, hyperreality, or real and virtual (Champion,
2019). Nevertheless, “almost real” is the original defini‐
tion of the word virtual that became a commonly used
word in the digital era. However, the newmeaning of vir‐
tual is referring to anything “created by computer tech‐
nology and appearing to exist but not existing in the phys‐
ical world” (Virtual, n.d.).

Computerization and digitalization of cities accel‐
erated significantly in the 2000s and these processes
created a new urban knowledge infrastructure. Digital
infrastructures and platforms have allowed for the emer‐
gence of new work structures that redefine sectoral
boundaries, and shape local and regional economies,
as well as urban planning issues (Malone, 2018).
Digitalization has also compelled governments and pub‐
lic institutions to rethink laws, regulations, and policies
related to urban development (Zysman & Kenney, 2018).
It is no coincidence that new questions about how ICT
and digitalization will affect urban development, how
they will impact the transformation of neighborhoods,
and how they will change the way the local economy
works have become the focus of urban development
debates. Digitalization is often perceived as a functional
concept, an unproblematic key to future development.
The increasing digitalization of the world lead to a situa‐
tion where digital technologies and digital constructs are
profoundly embedded in our daily lives and work (Dufva
& Dufva, 2019).

From an urbanistic and planning point of view, it
may be particularly interesting to examine the relation‐
ship between traditional and new methods of urban
development, and whether urbanism and contempo‐
rary architecture based on modern techniques can carry
on, transform or, if necessary, correct the achieve‐
ments, consequences, and possible mistakes of previous
decades and centuries. To explore this process, we have
chosen a specific and highly complex area of Budapest’s
inner city, which has been a testing ground for urban
development efforts and experiments for many decades.
The research focuses on the 750‐meter long Szigony
Street and its surrounding urban blocks because it is
a special site in terms of planning for two main rea‐

sons: First, this is the only part of Budapest’s homoge‐
nous historic inner city where a modern regeneration
project with demolition and replacement by a prefabri‐
catedhousing estatewas realized in the 1960s and1970s;
second, this is the only part of the inner city where a con‐
temporary large‐scale renewal transformed the inher‐
ited urban fabric using themodernmethodof demolition
and replacement. Evidently, in the past, planners and
architects worked with traditional methods and tools,
but their planning process has recently been facilitated
by digital techniques.

The article addresses questions on the main features
and achievements of the traditional planning period in
the development of the case study area. We investi‐
gate how 21st century digitalization has affected the
transformation of the physical environment of the area
and what changes digitalization has brought to the plan‐
ning process and work. The results presented in the
article are based on secondary and primary sources.
Secondary methods include the review of international
and national literature, analyses of different statistical
databases, and content analysis. The content analysis
was mainly based on the study of development docu‐
ments, policies and strategies on the city, the district,
and the case study area, as well as on the analysis of
digital photos, maps, and design documents. The main
aim of the secondary research was to explore and under‐
stand the long‐term processes of urban development.
In the primary research both quantitative and qualita‐
tive methods were used. In 2020 and 2021, we carried
out several field trips, including mapping and photo doc‐
umentation in order to get an overview of the actual situ‐
ation and to compare the reality (e.g., building stock and
state of the physical environment) with the virtual infor‐
mation (e.g., open access data and GIS maps). The qual‐
itative research involved written and online in‐depth
interviews with seven professional actors (planners and
architects), who worked in the area in the last two
decades and played a key role in its development.

2. ICT, Digitalization, and the City

2.1. The Role of ICT in Urban Development

The development of ICT and especially the emerging
knowledge‐intensive industries opened a new chapter in
urban development. In the post‐industrial age, the trans‐
formation of urban networks, urban regions, and cities
was fundamentally influenced by the rapid spread of ICT,
which has not only changed the physical environment of
cities but has also affected changes in the social and eco‐
nomic context (Portugali et al., 2012).

Sassen (2001) pointed out that ICT transforms the
spatial organization of society, as well as economy and
consumption patterns. In recent years, however, sev‐
eral studies have highlighted the contradictory effects
of ICT on urban development. It is still unclear how
ICT affects the transformation of urban space (Audirac,
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2005), as telecommunication technologies are changing
very rapidly (Graham & Marvin, 1999) and we might
not even be able to recognize the spatial effects of ICT
(Firmino et al., 2006). At the same time, it is a fact that ICT
can contribute to improving services and quality of life
and achieving sustainability goals (Bifulco et al., 2016).
It is no coincidence that the use of ICT in the develop‐
ment of innovative, sustainable, and smart cities has led
to the spread of new urban planning models (Yeh, 2017).

Tranos (2013) draws attention to the fact that the
internet and telecommunications continue to be a pri‐
marily urban phenomenon. Material and electronic
spaces are becoming more and more intertwined and
are working together. Economic performance continues
to depend on stationary, material spaces, which in turn
are increasingly permeated by the internet and the cyber
network. However, the correlation between the use of
ICT and the city is not negative, since virtual and phys‐
ical spaces do not replace but complement each other
(Tranos & Nijkamp, 2013).

2.2. Digitalization of Urban Development

Perry (2008) and Yigitcanlar (2011) brought a new
perspective to the field by expanding the concept
of knowledge‐based urban development. The concept
considers socio‐economic development, sustainability,
and governance, emphasizing the role of knowledge‐
intensive industries, ICT, and digitalization in urban devel‐
opment and planning. It aims to create a city that
provides a perfect environment for business, people,
spaces/places, and administration, and puts a strong
emphasis on the balanced development of these sys‐
tems; thus, it is based on a holistic approach (Carrillo
et al., 2014).

Knowledge‐intensive industries and high‐tech tech‐
nologies are playing an increasingly important role in
urban development and respond to the challenges of
the urban environment today. Therefore, complex urban
development strategies increasingly include measures
to facilitate the establishment and participation of high‐
tech enterprises in urban development, as well as to
formulate economic and sustainability goals (Katz &
Krueger, 2016; Pancholi et al., 2015). Thanks to these pro‐
cesses, the use of modern technologies and various big
data databases in planning and development is also play‐
ing an increasingly important role in the development
of cities.

Hancke et al. (2013) and Townsend (2013) pointed
out that connecting, integrating, and analyzing the infor‐
mation and big datasets produced by pervasive and
ubiquitous computing and digitally instrumented devices
built into the urban fabric can be used to model and
predict urban processes and to simulate future urban
developments (Batty et al., 2012; Schaffers et al., 2011).
Kitchin (2014) emphasized that many city governments
now use real‐time analytics to manage aspects of how a
city functions and is regulated.More recently, there have

been attempts to draw all these kinds of surveillance
and analytics into a single hub, supplemented by broader
public and open data analytics (e.g., Rio de Janeiro,
Dublin, Santander, or London). These efforts allow cities
to become a real‐time laboratory where the use of big
data sets provides the basis for a more efficient, sustain‐
able, competitive, open, and transparent city. Big data
is certainly enriching our experiences of how cities func‐
tion, and it is offering many new opportunities for plan‐
ning and more informed decision‐making (Batty, 2013).

2.3. Digitization and Digitalization in Urban Planning

In the context of urban planning, international results
suggest that digital technologies and digitization in gen‐
eral promote openness, affordances, and generativity
(Nambisan et al., 2019). Openness of urban planning
and technological architecture can support joint decision
making and governance (Wareham et al., 2014). The dig‐
ital dimension may thus lead urban planning to many
different directions. According to Douay (2018), the fol‐
lowing trends can be identified in urban planning based
on the use of ICT: (1) algorithmic planning implying the
return of experts and technocrats, (2) uberized plan‐
ning as a reflection of urbanism and urban capitalism,
(3) wiki planning based on urbanism looking for crowd‐
sourced planning, and (4) open‐source planning relying
on the renewal of the practices of the democratic insti‐
tutions of urban governance. Anttiroiko (2021) draws
attention to the role of platformization in contemporary
planning. His results suggest that digital co‐production
platforms represent a paradigmatic case of urban plat‐
form, where representatives of local public authorities—
politicians, public managers, and urban planners—and
citizens meet and collaborate in pursuit of improving the
use of each other’s resources and achieving better out‐
comes. Contemporary planning requires new skills such
as data analytics, data optimization, and data visualiza‐
tion, and new professions appeared that are currently
dominated by experts who apply technical skills. Power
has slowly shifted from traditional public actors and gov‐
ernments towards a variety of companies who provide
much of the infrastructure for the digitally instrumented
city (McQuire, 2021).

3. Twists and Turns in the Development and Planning
of the “Real” City

In Budapest, three periods have significantly reshaped
the development of the “real” city. The Hungarian capital
city was founded in 1873 through the unification of three
historic towns: Buda, Pest, and Óbuda. Thanks to the uni‐
fication and the subsequent dynamic population growth,
Budapest becameoneof the biggest cities in Europe. This
golden age of the city lasted until the First World War.
In this period, the architecturally homogeneous central
urban fabric of the city was built up and composed of
approximately 400 urban enclosed blocks of beaux‐arts
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and art nouveau buildings. The General Development
Plan in 1994 designated this part of the city as the inner
zone, where most of the housing stock dates back to the
so‐called founder period (Gründerzeit) in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries (see Figure 1).

After the Second World War, between 1949 and
1989, Hungary became a state‐socialist country. The new
political ideology brought with it the spread of indus‐
trial and mass housing developments (Molnár, 2013).
The urban fabric gradually changed after 1950, when
Greater Budapest was created by annexing 23 formerly
independent settlements of the suburban zone to the
core city. The inherited historic city center and the
inner city became relatively small and neglected parts
of the city, at the same time industrial areas developed
just around the center and high‐rise housing estates
were erected in the outskirts. In the urban fringe, the
so‐called reconstruction often resulted in the demolition
and rebuilding of former city centers based on the princi‐
ples ofmodern architecture (Egedy et al., 2017; Losonczy

et al., 2020). This period could be characterized by a pro‐
found functional and spatial division.

The political and economic change in 1990 opened
the door tomarket‐based development and urban regen‐
eration. Since the late 1990s, neoliberal urban develop‐
ment has resulted in the emergence of new residential
and commercial buildings in the inner city. Global capital
and local private investors discovered the inner city and
well‐located areas were renewed building by building.
EU funds later facilitated this process by several complex
urban renewal programs introduced after 2007. In the
third period, the urban fabric started to become more
and more fragmented.

The case study area is located in one of the poor‐
est and most stigmatized parts of the historic inner city.
Demolition and replacement were and still are used to
provoke large scale urban changes in the neighborhood.
During the socialist period, the only housing estate in
the historic core of the city was built here, and the only
megaproject, the Corvin Promenade (originally called

Figure 1.Map of Greater Budapest indicating different developments in the historical periods. Legend: Budapest between
1873 and 1950 (dark grey); suburban zone until 1950 (light grey); historic inner zone (blue); large housing estateswithmore
than 6,000 dwelling units (black); Józsefváros, Budapest’s 8th district (green); Szigony Street, the case study area (red).
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Corvin–Szigony Project) is underway, developed by con‐
temporary neoliberal urban development concepts.

The area of Szigony Street represents a location in
which a diverse range of urban concepts and experi‐
ences have been realized. It is not a typical part of
the historic city center of Budapest where plot divi‐
sion, densification, and intensification characterized the
changes. Here, the urbanization had always been dra‐
matic, brand new, unknown, and large‐scale interven‐
tion appeared based on contemporary objectives. Thus,
Szigony Street is an ideal case to analyze and to under‐
stand theories and methods used by planners and check
how their digital tools affect reality. Szigony Street itself
is a short urban sequence that is squeezed between two
main radial historic axes of Budapest, the Baross and
the Üllői roads. Along this 750‐meter‐long street there
are large‐scale urban interventions with various build‐
ing programs (housing estates, clinics, business district)
and architectural styles (historic,modern, high‐tech, etc.;
see Figure 2).

Three periods can be distinguished in the planning
and development of the Szigony Street area:

1. Traditional planning: The period from the
mid‐18th century to the Second World War, when
the primary road network and building structure
of the area were established and the essential
components of the urban fabric were formed.
The period was characterized by investor‐led plan‐
ning where planning and development were in

alignment. Between 1870 and the First World
War, the Council of Public Works played a deci‐
sive role in the development of the area along‐
side investors;

2. Modern planning: The second period coincided
with the communist period. Between 1949 and
1990, with the rise of modern architectural ideol‐
ogy in Central and Eastern Europe, the construc‐
tion of high‐rise housing estates began. Political
ideology was also present in the construction of
these large urban housing estates, so this period
can be called a period of ideology‐led planning
from both an urban planning and an urban policy
perspective. During this period, the area became a
highly disrupted territory;

3. Contemporary planning: The third period started
in the 1990s after the change of regime with the
return of the market economy and investor‐led
planning. In this period, ICT and digitalization gave
a boost to urban development and the use of digi‐
tal tools in planning opened new possibilities.

3.1. Traditional Planning: Atypical Historic Urban Fabric

The urbanization of the site begun in the 1730s with the
construction of the first buildings. This eastern outskirt
area of Pest City received the name József (Josephinum)
after the son of Maria Theresa, the Habsburg sovereign
of Hungary, in 1777. The first plan defined the main
roads and large urban gardens. After the unification of

Figure 2. Budapest’s Szigony Street.
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Pest, Buda, and Óbuda in 1873, Józsefváros became the
8th district of the Hungarian capital. Besides the typical
development pattern of single, two, or three story‐high
simple courtyard residential buildings with small work‐
shops, the former urban gardens of the area gave oppor‐
tunity for large scale interventions as well. After complet‐
ing its first medical faculty campus in inner‐Józsefváros,
the Royal Hungarian University of Science, in Budapest,
developed a second one, the clinics on Szigony Street
between 1898 and 1910. These clinics located in villas
within a fenced green garden form the southern gate of
the area. The catholic church owned another garden and
a housing estate for the middle classes was built there
between 1910 and 1912 (Papházak). This six‐story high
building complex forms a special historic urban island on
the street.

3.2. Modern Planning: Clearance and Replacement in
Budapest’s Inner City

Following the urbanization of the interwar period, the
consequences of SecondWorldWar, and the 1956 revolu‐
tion, Middle‐Józsefváros had one of the most neglected
physical and social contexts in Budapest. During the
state socialist period (1949–1989), mass‐housing policy
based on the Soviet model was initiated using large
prefabricated concrete panels, and today, one third of
Budapest’s housing stock is located in modern neigh‐
borhoods of this kind. The first 15‐year housing plan
(1960–1975) focused on the efficient urbanization of
green field areas, but, at the same time, it also identified
some historic urban fabrics for clearance and replace‐

ment by slabs and towers. Most of them were former
city centers somewhere in the outskirts of Budapest
(e.g., Óbuda, Újpest, Csepel), but Middle‐Józsefváros,
as a problematic area, became the only area in which
such interventions took place within the historic urban
core. Since 1962, several masterplans have been pre‐
pared with similar foundations: preservation of the his‐
toric buildings along themain roads (József, Üllői, Baross)
and the large‐scale historic building complex (Corvin,
Clinics, Papházak), but total demolition of the inner parts,
blocks, and buildings with more than 5,800 dwelling
units. Although the urban form of the replacement con‐
cepts using towers and slabs were planned in different
versions, Szigony Street and the perpendicular Práter
Street were always the main axes of the composition.
This project was developed as Budapest’s pilot model to
find efficient modern solutions to demolish and replace
the historic urban fabric. Finally, they transformed a
12‐ha large part of Józsefváros only, where six 16‐story
high residential towers were built in 1970, and some
10–13‐story high slabs with more than 2,000 dwelling
units by 1975. In the mass housing estate, Szigony Street
changed dimension and from a narrow street became a
70‐meter‐long grey valley providing space for a possible
new main road planned across the historic urban fabric
(see Figures 3 and 5).

3.3. Contemporary Planning: Real vs. Virtual City

Budapest, after the change of political and eco‐
nomic regime, introduced a non‐hierarchical, dual‐
municipal structure in 1990 and Józsefváros became

Figure 3.One of the proposals for the urban regeneration ofMiddle‐Józsefváros in the 1960s. Source: Preisich (1973, p. 42).
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one autonomous administrative unit, the 8th of the
23 districts of the Hungarian capital. In 1997, the local
government of Budapest and the 8th district’s local
government created the Rév8 Plc., a public company
responsible for urban renewal. In 2000, the council of
Józsefváros abandoned its former rehabilitation plan
and decided to identify urban quarters based on physical
and social data and introduce a quarter‐based develop‐
ment and management approach. In 2005, the munici‐
pality approved the new spatial division and each of the
eleven quarters became a local unit with different prob‐
lems and potential. The quarters of Józsefváros started
to develop differently in the 21st century (Alföldi et al.,
2019). One of the 11 quarters, the Corvin Quarter, was
prepared for total privatization giving the opportunity
for a 22‐ha large contemporary private development
within Budapest’s historic urban core (Kiss, 2019). At first,
the name of the area was Corvin‐Szigony, reflecting the
western and eastern limits of the land; later it became
the more international and real estate‐friendly Corvin
Promenade. The development started in 2005 and by
2018 reached Szigony Street, where it continues today
with the Innovation Campus. This whole project is pro‐
moted as the largest Central European urban renewal
within a historic city center. However, the concept, just
like the earlier modern one, is based on tabula rasa, dis‐
placement of the residents, scale, and functional trans‐
formation (see Figure 4).

Szigony Street is partly situated in the Losonci
Quarter and creates the borderline between the Losonci
and the Corvin Quarters. These are the two quarters

where the municipality does not use context‐sensitive
rehabilitation (Perczel, 1992) but has been managing
a traditional top‐down planning process since 2000.
To facilitate the re‐evaluation of the Corvin investment
area, the Rév8 Plc initiated some other private projects
in the neighborhood. As a result, the Pázmány Péter
Catholic University built one of its new buildings in
the middle of the planned modern urban axis (Szigony
Street) in 2008, and an apartment building was con‐
structed behind the Papházak. In addition, here themod‐
ern high‐rise housing estate of Szigony Street serves
as a reference for contemporary urban development:
total demolition of the past and replacement by dense,
30‐meter high, urban‐block sized residential or office
buildings. Although this article focuses on the physical
impacts of the urban renewal on the built environment,
it is evident that this process has resulted in subsequent
changes in the district’s socio‐spatial context (Czirfusz
et al., 2015; Horváth, 2019).

4. Space and Data: Digital Tools in Contemporary
Planning and Design of the “Virtual” City

The use of ICT anddigitalization has openednewperspec‐
tives for urban planning and development worldwide.
In the following section, we review the contemporary
planning shaping the physical and social context of
the Szigony Street area based on fieldwork and sur‐
veys undertaken with planning and design professionals
in 2021.

Figure 4. Urban diversity of the Szigony area: New residential buildings, prefabricated modern slabs, and historic tene‐
ments in the background.
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4.1. Spatial Units

Based on historic and contemporary development, the
area can be divided into different morphological units,
but they do not reflect any special characteristics based
on ICT. It is easy to recognize them by their spatial seg‐
regation that exists not only in the urban form, but also
in the social context of the urban blocks. In recent years,
the density and the intensity of the areas increased and
most of the public spaces—the undermanaged Szigony
Street and the perpendicular overmanaged (Carmona,
2010) Corvin Promenade—created a place for urban
diversity: Digital nomads, youngsters, and students use
the same public areas as residents of the prefab slab
buildings and towers or neglected historic tenement
buildings (Czirfusz et al., 2015; see Figure 5).

4.2. Planning and Design Units

Following the historic inner city development where dif‐
ferent private owners developed similar urban plots, the
effective transformation started in the 1960s. Typical
tenement houses were demolished to modernize the

area, to change not only the physical but also the
social context. This process was interrupted and, after
decades of neglect, contemporary large‐scale develop‐
ment started in the 21st century (see Figure 6). The first
intervention was undertaken by the new Faculty of
Pázmány Catholic University specialized in digital tech‐
nology and robotics, but its building, like an enclosed
fortress, occupied a part of the parking area of the
housing estate in Szigony Street. Four‐story high, stand
alone, independent buildings organized around inner
courtyards in the middle of the panel urban jungle in
2008 (see Figure 7). Then, after the global economic cri‐
sis, the Corvin Promenadewas constructed in the Szigony
Street area and large‐scale office buildings provided a
new facade to its central part in the last few years.
These 9/10‐story high, dense, controlled private devel‐
opments for white‐collar workers communicate inten‐
sively with the new Promenade, but on the narrow
Szigony Street they have elevated levels and transpar‐
ent glass walls without any public entrances. The Corvin
Promenade Project is the only one of its kind and dimen‐
sion in Budapest’s inner city and it has changed the
image and socio‐economic status of the area completely.

Figure 5. Contemporary urban fabric composed of different morphological units reflects disrupted developments. Legend:
Corvin Street (black), (1) historic tenement buildings, (2) Clinics, (3) historic housing estate, (4) modern mass housing,
(5) modern public buildings, (6) university building, and (7) Corvin Promenade.
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Figure 6. Contemporary large‐scale development and design units. Legend: Corvin Street (blue), (1) Pázmány University
building, (2) housing complexwithmore than 1,000 dwelling units, (3) CorvinOffices, (4) residential building, (5) Innovation
Campus, (6) Clinics, and (7) Clinics Metro Station.

Figure 7. Szigony Street view from a panel building: The contemporary brick university building occupies a part of the
planned urban highway between modern slab buildings without any communication with its surroundings.
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Densification, intensification, gentrification, and youngi‐
fication characterize the Szigony Street area. New ser‐
vices and users appeared along the street and, in addi‐
tion the southern gate of the area, the Clinics Metro
Station will also be renewed soon. Investors continue to
search for land to develop, for example the Innovation
Campus will occupy a piece of land that belonged to for‐
mer historic tenement buildings. It will be the first large
scale building in the area, which will be connected to
the street by a publicly used square and facilities on the
ground floor. This design proposal demonstrates a meta‐
morphosis of Szigony Street’s image in the next 15 years.

4.3. Digital Tools Used by Planning and Design
Professionals

In 2021 we carried out seven in‐depth‐interviews with
planners and architects who were involved in the trans‐
formation of the Szigony Street area between 2002 and
2021. The questions were organized around different
topics related to the planning and design process: meth‐
ods and tools used during the data collection, methods
and tools used during the realization and communica‐
tion of the project, personal relationship to the site, and
opinion about the current status of Szigony Street. It is
important to recognize that most of them used tradi‐
tional data collection methods based on fieldwork, so
photo documentation, mapping, and offline meetings
were still the basic tools for data collection. All intervie‐
wees used historic and statistical data, checked previous
planning and design documents, and followed official EU
and national regulations. CAD and GIS programs gave
the professional background; however, digital tools pro‐
viding participatory methods (Benkő et al., 2018), social
media, or innovative visualization techniques to com‐
municate the future were not introduced. In 2002, the
original development conceptwas value‐driven, focusing

on economic and social potential and on this basis, the
Corvin and Losonci Quarters of the 8th district became
an inner city urban laboratory. There, the physical con‐
text reflects the changing policy, market, and interests.
To explain the dimension and method of this radical
contemporary intervention, reference was made to the
modern urbanism of the mass housing neighborhood:
clearing of the remaining historic area, replacement
by large‐scale projects, using traditional top‐down plan‐
ning and design resulting in densification and intensifi‐
cation. Projects were created using digital tools; how‐
ever, ICT and digitalization had no direct impacts on the
urban fabric.

4.4. Open‐Source Urban Data

Data collection has always been and is still fundamen‐
tal for every context‐sensitive urban research, planning,
and design process. Besides the official and sometimes
highly prized data available in a native language, vali‐
dated open‐source and community‐produced data are
available remotely. Surveys show that in the case of
Szigony Street, professionals did not use them neither
for analysis nor for facilitating data‐driven participation
(Tenney & Sieber, 2016). If planners are interested in
users’ opinion, social interfaces and applications could
be useful for gaining information and creating surveys.
In the Szigony Street area, several public and small pri‐
vate virtual social‐media groups exist, but, according to
local sources, they are still not well‐organized.

The historic research was accompanied by several
open‐access databases. In Hungary, Fortepan (2010), a
Hungarian‐developed community‐based copyright‐free
platformgives the opportunity to share archive photos of
citizens and institutions. In 2021, almost 150,000 images
are available, and several hundreds were taken in the
Szigony Street area (see Figure 8).

Figure 8.Modern mass housing estate on Szigony Street. Source: Fortepan (2010).
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In Hungary, the digitalization of the different public
collections started in 2006. For example, Mapire (the his‐
torical map portal) is a geo‐referenced interface present‐
ing historical maps by GIS technology. The collection is
based on the military surveys of the Habsburg Empire,
country‐ and city‐level, and thematic maps. Concerning
any site in Budapest, urban changes can be easily traced
from the middle of the 18th century to the middle of the
20th century. However,more andmore collection of writ‐
ten resources is also attainable on the web. Hungaricana
(Hungarian cultural heritage portal), the most relevant
local portal with documents of various public collec‐
tions (libraries, archives, museums, state institutions,
etc.) shows 2,181 documents in which Szigony Street is
mentioned. In 2021, global, national, and local digital
data exist; sometimes they are open‐access (see Figure 9)
and are geo‐referenced, but for most of them a fee is
required, and the spatial composition and distribution of
statistical data are not relevant enough for the space of
a planning or design project (Németh, 2020).

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Traditional planning is related to power and the urban
fabric is shaped by political will and economic interest
(Brenner, 2011; Fuller & West, 2017). However, contem‐
porary ICT and digitalization of the city seem to play
several roles, and, among them, democratization of the
planning process and governance are important ones
(Hennen et al., 2020). Based on the analysis of the plan‐
ning history of Szigony Street area in Budapest’s inner
city, three different phases are differentiated. The first
is the traditional world with a planning framework given
by the city (urban network, public facilities, regulation,

etc.), where local private developers and investors con‐
struct the city plot by plot. The second is the mod‐
ern urban regeneration in which demolition, modern‐
ization, scale transformation, and efficiency are basic
concepts. In addition, this process in socialist cities was
facilitated by the nationalization of land and buildings,
central planning, and common soviet norms (Tosics,
2013). The planning methods and tools remained tra‐
ditional but reflected the theory of modern urbanism
about the future city. In the third phase, at the end
of the 20th century, the world entered the digital age.
However, for Budapest, and for other Central and Eastern
European cities, it was the beginning of post‐socialist cap‐
italism, with mass privatization, globalization, economic
value‐driven development, and digitalization (Sýkora &
Bouzarovski, 2012). Traditional top‐down planning and
design methods continue to play a dominant role in
urban development, with the role of ICT and digitaliza‐
tion mainly limited to database management and attrac‐
tive visualization related to real estate industry require‐
ments. In the case study area, the development of the
modern mass housing neighborhood is characterized by
demolition and replacement, top‐down planning with‐
out participation and scale transformation continues
with the help of digital methods and tools. As a result,
real and virtual cities coexist. The hard, physical, and soft
social components of the contemporary city develop in
a different manner.

The case study area of Szigony Street in Budapest
reflects these three planning phases perfectly. Some
island‐like historic tenement buildings co‐exist with the
inherited prefabricated modern housing estate and con‐
temporary new large‐scale developments. Diversity char‐
acterizes everything: urban form, functions, and users.

Figure 9. A public webcam took photos during the construction of a large‐scale office building at the end of the Corvin
Promenade and Szigony Street.
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At the same time, the real and virtual cities are increas‐
ingly overlapping and intertwined. The range and volume
of data provided by sensors, digital networks, and statis‐
tical databases on the physical space are rapidly increas‐
ing. Locals know more and more about each other (by
social network), about the history of the area (by open‐
access digital resources) and about the actual and future
transformations (by digital written and visual communi‐
cation tools).

In line with the previous findings of Bibri and Krogstie
(2017) and Lim et al. (2018), we stress that the impor‐
tance of digitalization in urban planning is expected to
increase in the near future. This is basically due to two
processes. First, in urban planning, many of the urban
renewal programs currently underway were launched in
the 2000s (e.g., the Corvin project was developed in
1999–2004 and implementation started in 2005), when
the degree of digitalization in Hungary and in urban
planning was much less advanced. On the other hand,
in recent years, we have witnessed an acceleration
of digitalization. The degree and quality of digitaliza‐
tion of local society are constantly increasing thanks
to socio‐economic development, which has been rein‐
forced by the impact of the Covid‐19 pandemic of recent
years (home office working significantly changed work‐
ing methods and processes, new lifestyles, and attitudes;
Sardar et al., 2021). Budapest’smunicipalities today intro‐
duce digital participatory methods about public space
renewal projects, small interventions, and tactical urban‐
ism. However, the actual and drastic transformations of
major urban areas, construction of large‐scale landmark
buildings, change of the regulations, etc., take place using
a conventional top‐down approach supported by digital,
intelligent, and smart methods and objectives.

The Szigony Street area changed significantly in the
two last decades. Contemporary planners of the urban
development projects, or designers of a large‐scale build‐
ing describe their concept as cooperative, generous,
open‐minded, innovative, but they think that the Szigony
Street in 2021 is still dreary, contradictory, disproportion‐
ate, and incomplete. Can we really say that projects in
the digital age are innovative? Did ICT and digitalization
really change the traditional planning and design meth‐
ods in practice? The reality is that although planned and
well‐promoted virtual cities already exist and new digital
tools are shaping our daily life, the physical urban fabric
is still planned and designed in a traditional way.
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